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Abstract 
The traditional way to coordinate multiple clients in a multiplayer based game on multiple              
platforms is to create an implementation on a per-platform basis - resulting in often four different                
implementations, one for each major platform - ie. iOS, Android, Windows, and Linux based              
operating systems. This report examines the possibility of replacing multiple so called “native             
apps” with a single web based implementation - granting users access on all devices that               
supports modern browsers, and discusses what tools were used in the development of the              
application and why. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sammanfattning 
Det vanliga sättet att hantera multipla klienter i spel med flerspelarlägen är att utveckla unika               
implementationer på en per-plattform basis - alltså att samma applikation kräver en unik             
implementation för var plattform som skall stödjas. Vanligtvis görs en unik implementation för             
iOS, Android, Windows och Unix-baserade operativsystem vardera. Denna rapport undersöker          
möjligheten att ersätta dessa implementationer med en unison webbaserad implementation som           
tillåter alla enheter med stöd för moderna webbläsare att använda applikationen och diskuterar             
vilka verktyg som använts och varför. 
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1. Introduction 
This project was developed by me and Anthon Olofsson, both of which are students at Luleå                
University of Technology. 
 

1.1 Background 
The idea of this project came to be when Helena Lindvall, a Project Leader in Sustainable                
Travel at the municipality of Luleå contacted Teemu Laine - an Associate Professor in Pervasive               
and Mobile Computing at Luleå University of Technology with an idea of digitizing a game               
focused around sustainable travel that was being played with pen and paper at Helena's              
workplace. The concept of the game used a grid of square tiles as a game board, and the goal                   
was to with help from team members get as many four-in-a-rows as possible - much like                
tic-tac-toe, but played in teams and with a bigger game board.  
 
 

1.2 Goal and purpose 
To claim a tile the team would need to complete a task with focus on sustainable travel which                  
when completed would be claimed by said team for the rest of the match. This would encourage                 
the players to use a mindset focused on sustainable travel by rewarding them when performing               
actions that complied with such a mindset, which is the main purpose of the project. 
The goal of this project is to test whether making a single web-based application is a valid                 
alternative to developing multiple native apps on a per operating system manner. 
 
 

1.3 Limitations 
The two biggest limitations in the project was the fact that a lot of features needed to be                  
implemented in a short period of time, and since it was decided to make it a web based                  
application, it needed to be both fast and responsive - it needed to work in all major browsers                  
with compatibility for all screen sizes, the constant restrictions of web developers. 
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1.4 Social, ethical and environmental considerations 
The main goal of this project was to promote a sustainable travel mindset on the users of the                  
application, it allows team members to have a common interest in discussing strategies in the               
game and it replaces the A3 paper it previously needed to be printed on, with a game board that                   
uses a device that the user pretty much definitely already owns, which further lowers the               
environmental infliction. 
 
The ethical consideration that could be made is whether storing each users personal             
information, like firstname, lastname and email address is good practise. However, since            
personal information, like first and last name only were used for finding players at game               
creation, and also could be deleted at any time by the players themselves, this should not be of                  
major concern to anyone. Email addresses are stored and verified as a countermeasure to              
using bots on our webapp. Passwords are not stored in plain text on the server, only a hash of                   
the password is stored, making passwords virtually impossible to read, even if security is              
breached and someone unauthorized gets access to the database. If any data needs to be               
cached it is stored in what is called the local storage of the browser, and to make it harder to                    
use that data with malicious intent, all data is encrypted with a simple but somewhat effective                
encryption method. To further increase security, all connections to the server are made using              
the HTTPS protocol over HTTP making all traffic encrypted and sent through the Secure Socket               
Layer (SSL) making credentials and other sensitive user data harder to access without             
authentication.  
As a final precaution, whenever users access server script files that handles sensitive             
information a verification token gets sent along with the user id, ensuring that no user can                
simply change the id of whatever HTTP request was sent to access some other users data, as                 
long as the token does not match the token associated with its user id. 
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2. Implementation and technologies 
How the application was to be implemented was not predetermined, but there were             
requirements to meet. The requirements were that it should run on Android, iOS and on               
Windows based operating systems, and therefore the most appealing tools for development            
would be; Java - since it runs on pretty much any platform [1], Unity - since it can be built for the                      
majority of operating systems [2], or using web technologies - which would run on any operating                
system with support for modern web browsers. 
It was decided to build the project using web technologies, since there would be no need to                 
build and compile for each specific operating system, the end user would not need to install an                 
application from any app store, and a web application would require less boilerplate code to run                
compared to running a virtual machine like Java would require or starting a whole game engine                
like Unity for some basic 2d graphics. 

 
2.1 Web servers 
While developing the app, two servers were used as web hosts, both running nearly identical               
setups of the LEMP stack. The LEMP stack consisted of: 

Linux: Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS, Raspbian GNU/Linux 9 (stretch) 
Nginx: nginx/1.10.3 
MySQL: Ver 15.1 Distrib 10.1.37-MariaDB 
PHP: PHP 7.0.33-0+deb9u3 

 
 
The choice of using this specific setup was based on experience with setting up the LAMP stack                 
prior to this project.  
For all programs, the latest stable version of all software were chosen, since that allows usage                
of the most recent upgrades and features - like subqueries in MySQL.  
Changing the web server from Apache to Nginx added a measurable performance gain when              
serving static content [3] and otherwise performance was unchanged. This meant that the initial              
loading time when all static content is loaded would be lowered, whilst keeping dynamic calls               
still performing well. 
 
To make it easier to maintain the servers two publish script files were coded, one that built for                  
production, and uploaded all code to our publish server, and one file that built and published on                 
our development server. Both of these files were added to our git repository allowing both               
involved programmers to publish changes easily. 
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2.2 Domain names 
Courtesy of Freenom DNS service [4] the domain name tictactraining.tk was claimed and by              
setting up the records as shown in table 2.2.1 the development server were configured to use                
the prefix “dev” and our test server got all traffic directed directly to tictactraining.tk. All of this                 
whilst still enabling users to be directed to chosen webapp regardless of whether the ‘www’               
prefix was used or not. 
 
Table 2.2.1: DNS records for domain tictactraining.tk 

Name Type Target 

@ A [test-server-IP] 

DEV A [dev-server-IP] 

WWW CNAME tictactraining.tk 

WWW.DEV CNAME dev.tictactraining.tk 

 
2.3 Tools, platforms and libraries 
When developing applications for the web there is a nearly unlimited amount of different              
libraries, content delivery networks, platforms, tools, and languages to choose from. It was             
decided to use the following tools, platforms and libraries to build our app, based upon input                
from our supervisor Teemu, knowledge from previous projects and from searching the web for              
appropriate tools. 
 
2.3.1 Angular 
The latest version of Angular [5] - which was Angular 7 - was used as platform because it is                   
highly popular, handles asynchronous tasks excellently and also because it provides a set of              
useful tools for both developing, like compilers for LESS code, and a change-detection auto              
compiler, and for optimizing the application for production by minifying all code, merging the              
whole project into just a few files and adding a pre-compilation sanity check that catches errors                
at compile time rather than at runtime. It also performed better than previous versions of               
Angular, now called AngularJS which had marginally longer loading times [6].  
 
Other platforms like Vue or React might as well have been used, but due to the familiarity of                  
Angular it was decided to use the more heavyweight [7] platform Angular to reduce the time                
needed to get started with the programming. 
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2.3.2 LESS 
LESS [8] is a compiled scripting language that adds some really useful features to common               
CSS code, amongst others; the ability to write variables, comments and functions directly in the               
code that when compiled generates regular CSS code that can be read by any browser.  
 
2.3.3 TypeScript 
TypeScript [9] is a typed superset of JavaScript, which extends the JavaScript language in              
much the same way as LESS extends CSS. Having types allows for some really useful tools like                 
enabling autocompletion, navigation and refactoring. It also helps to catch errors in the             
pre-compile stage rather than at runtime, something that plain JavaScript cannot do. 
 
2.3.4 Font Awesome 
Designing and using custom icons is a time consuming and tedious task that does improve user                
experience substantially in any user interface. Font Awesome 5.8.2 Free [10], which is a font               
and icon toolkit that is free to use in commercial projects, were used instead of spending time                 
creating the icons. This allowed the usage of up to 1515 different icons - all in the same style -                    
with a single line of code. 
 
2.3.5 Let’s Encrypt Certbot 
Whenever you’re sending form data - or any data for that matter - to or from a website, it is                    
highly recommended to encrypt the traffic to make what is called a “man-in-the-middle attack”              
more difficult (although not impossible [11]). Let’s Encrypt’s automated service Certbot [12] was             
used to generate certificates for both of our servers so that they both use SSL and thereby                 
encrypt whatever data is sent between the client and the server. HTTPS also has the additional                
benefits over HTTP, like browsers not showing warning messages [13][14] and the fact that              
some search engines eg. google.com ranks your website depending on what protocol is used              
[15]. 
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3. Methodology 
 
The majority of the project consisted of programming the application itself, and the work was               
split into two halves with one primarily focusing on the server side coding configurations etc, and                
the other mainly focusing on the client side code. To move the focus from designing the whole                 
application to implementing it, two different examples on UI sketches from other students at LTU               
were provided.  
 
Every week there was a meeting with the supervisor Teemu and the end user Helena where                
weekly progress, coming features, opinions regarding implemented features and how the           
interaction felt were discussed. To test the finalized product the link to our application was sent                
to along with a survey Appendix B, Appendix C based upon John Brooke’s System Usability               
Scale [16]  that the testers were supposed to fill in after the test had ended. 
 

3.1 Web server and multiple connections 
The web server handles multiple connections without any configuration needed even though            
possible. It handles them in much the same way as you would handle them in any multithreaded                 
workload, start one thread for each connection, and kill them whilst no longer in use, or at least                  
that is how it is portrayed, there are definitively optimizations done, like thread pooling etc. but                
the concept stands the same. 
 
Now, if the server would need to read from the database on two different threads               
simultaneously, it most certainly can - since reading data does not change it the web server will                 
not handle that request any different from other calls. In cases where changes are made to the                 
database - like in update queries - MySQL has built in functionality to handle that. 
 
In cases where there was a need to alter multiple tables at once while being certain that no                  
other important change takes place, there is a possibility of using a feature in SQL called                
transactions.  
 
Transactions could be used for instance when creating a new game, when a lot of changes took                 
place in a lot of tables - and if something would have gone wrong along the way, there would be                    
no need to have unused cells or other data that does not belong in any match in our database. 
 
Using transactions allows the usage of rollbacks, so if an error is encountered in any of the                 
tables throughout the transaction, all changes to the database will be undone, making it seem               
like the database call never happened. 
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3.2 Database storage 
Because it was chosen to opt for using the well established database MySQL over something               
more dynamic like MongoDB, there were a few workarounds needed to achieve our goal due to                
limitations in how MySQL databases stores data, in that there is no way to place an array of                  
data into one cell. This means that no parent table can know all of its children, only child tables                   
can know who’s their parent. Figure 3.2.1 represents an example of how this problem is               
handled, since the match cannot list all of its players, the players themselves must reference the                
match. This is achieved using what is called a foreign key on the users referring to the id of the                    
match, using the foreign key constraint adds automatic validation of that the key exists when               
user record is created. 
 

 
Figure 3.2.1 MySQL data structure limitation 

 
Figure 3.2.1 shows a simple example on how related data can be structured, into different               
tables. Even though it looks rather simple, it is important to remember how multiple tables all                
referring each other does become quite complex rather quickly. To see a table on how all data                 
is stored in our database and how they relate to each other, refer to Appendix A: Database data                  
structure visualization  
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4. Result 
The result of the project was a web application that can be run on virtually any web server as                   
long as it has a database and supports PHP server code. The application uses asynchronous               
data fetching, which makes it look more like a native app, without the white flashing background                
that is common with traditional websites not using asynchronous get calls.  
 
The application is built to be dynamic and although currently aimed at promoting sustainable              
travelling, it allows for other subjects to be added at will if desired. For example, if a math                  
teacher wanted to make their students better at the four basic arithmetical operations, they              
could easily log in to the administrator account, create a Math category and add appropriate               
tasks for that subject. This would require someone with the knowledge of basic database              
handling to make them public, but as soon as that is done, anyone could start a new match with                   
Math related tasks at will. 
 
 

4.1 Application responsiveness 
The application loads in about 300ms on a ‘cold start’ with no data cached and all files                 
downloaded anew, and around 100ms on a normal page refresh. While navigating the app and               
browsing different pages, the delay were on average around 60ms of loading time which feels               
more or less instant. Fetching and filtering users took about 8ms with a database of 26 user                 
accounts, the delay which of course would gradually increase with the amount of users present               
in the database, looks promising as far as benchmarks go. 
 

4.2 User survey 
Since only three users answered the survey it is hard to extract a general consensus due to the                  
tiny sample size. However, the users that did answer the survey did help us catch a bug that                  
probably would have gone uncaught if not for the test, so the survey did generate some benefit                 
for our end users, even though no actual statistics could be drawn from the survey. 
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5. Discussion and conclusion 
5.1 Improvements 
In order to improve the test result it is necessary to get more users to try the application and to                    
gather more statistics regarding it. This would be easily achievable with some more time, and               
more test subjects. 
 
Improvements of the application itself would probably mainly consist of adding application            
features that got cut due to time restrictions. This as well as converting to a non relational                 
database, like MongoDB for example, to make further changes to the database easier to              
handle. Features that could have been implemented includes client notification on important            
events eg. 24 hours remaining on game, other team scores, invitations to new games etc. Also                
implementing a in-game chat function, with both teams as well as individual players, and the               
possibility to view other players profiles are features that could have been added. 
 
 

5.2 Server configurations 
The reasoning behind using two servers instead of one was that the first server used in this                 
project was only reachable from behind LTU’s firewall - meaning that it could not be accessed                
from anywhere but from LTU’s internal network. This was not only a bit tedious, but more                
importantly it prevented our client from testing the application remotely. Therefore another            
server was acquired, which could be accessed from anywhere with an active internet             
connection. With access to two independent servers it was decided to use one as a               
development server for testing purposes, and one could be used as publication server, always              
being functional for user testing. 

 
5.3 Conclusion 
From the tiny dataset acquired from the survey, it seems like no user complained about app                
responsiveness, or other complaints that could be associated to the app being a web application               
over a native app. This in conjunction with what has been said verbally in our meetings with                 
Teemu, Helena and at one occurrence Håkan Vallin - Senior Lecturer Department of Arts,              
Communication and Education - could lead to the conclusion that a web application does not               
have any apparent reasons to not be an alternative to native apps.  
 
One thing that is important to note though is that a more thorough test might still reveal                 
something that this short test simply could not due to the limited timeframe and test subject                
count. 
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Appendix A 
Database data structure visualization 
 
Users  MatchInfo  TeamInfo  Cells  Tasks 

id  id  id  id  id 

firstname  name  name  taskId  producerId 

lastname  start  score  x  category 

email  end    y  description 

username  latestChange  Teams  ownerTeamId  icon 

password    id  matchId  public 

lastlogin  Matches  teamId     

created  id  playerId  CompletedRows   

bio  teamId    id   

picpath  matchId    firstCellId   

token      lastCellId   

      vertBool   

      horiBool   

      diagRUBool   

      diagLDBool   

      teamId   

      matchId   
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Appendix B 
TicTacTraining 
 
Frågor om hur applikationen testades 
 
Hur gammal är du som testade applikationen? 
 
______________ 
 
 
Kön? 

○ Man 

○ Kvinna 

○ Annat 
 
Hur ofta använder du webbaserade tjänster? 

○ Aldrig  

○ Sällan 

○ Ofta 

○ Väldigt ofta 
 
Hur ofta använder du webbaserade tjänster på mobilen? 

○ Aldrig  

○ Sällan 

○ Ofta 

○ Väldigt ofta 
 
På vilka enheter testade du TicTacTraining applikationen? 

❏ Mobil 
❏ Surfplatta 
❏ Dator 
❏ Annat 
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Vilka webbläsare testade du applikationen med? 

❏ Google Chrome 
❏ Mozilla Firefox 
❏ Microsoft Edge 
❏ Internet Explorer 
❏ Safari 
❏ Opera 
❏ Vet inte 
❏ Annan 

 

Om annan, vilken? 

 

__________________________________________ 
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Användarupplevelse 
Frågeformulär för er som har testat vår applikation 

 
Skulle du kunna tänka dig att fortsätta spela spelet? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kändes applikationen onödigt komplex? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Var applikationen enkel att använda? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Kände du att du hade behövt stöd av en teknisk person för att använda applikationen? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kände du att många funktionaliteter i appen fungerade bra? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tyckte du att applikationen kändes oberäknelig? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Tror du att de flesta skulle kunna lära sig hur man använder applikationen snabbt? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Kändes applikationen besvärlig att använda? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Kände du dig självsäker när du använde applikationen? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Kände du att applikationen hade många förkunskapskrav? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
Instämmer inte        O             O              O             O             O    Instämmer helt 
 
Motivera (Valfritt) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Stötte du på några problem? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Hur skulle du förbättra applikationen? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Övriga kommentarer. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Om du godkänner, skriv här din e-postadress så att vi kan kontakta dig om vi har fler                 
frågor. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix C 
TicTacTraining 
 
Questions about how the application was tested 
 
How old are you? 
 
______________ 
 
 
What’s your gender? 

○ Male 

○ Female 

○ Other 
 
How often do you use web based services? 

○ Never  

○ Seldom 

○ Often 

○ Very often 
 
How often do you use web based services on your mobile phone? 

○ Never  

○ Seldom 

○ Often 

○ Very often 
 
On what devices did you test the application? 

❏ Mobile phone 
❏ Tablet 
❏ Desktop 
❏ Other 
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What web browsers did you use? 

❏ Google Chrome 
❏ Mozilla Firefox 
❏ Microsoft Edge 
❏ Internet Explorer 
❏ Safari 
❏ Opera 
❏ I don’t know 
❏ Other 

 

If other, please specify 

 

__________________________________________ 
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User experience 
Questionnaire for application tester 

 
I would like to keep playing the game 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
The application felt unnecessarily complex 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
The application was simple to use 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Did you feel like you needed a tech-savvy user beside you when using the application? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you feel like most functionalities worked as intended? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you find the application behaved erratically? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Do you think most users would learn to use the application rather quickly? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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Did the application feel tedious to use? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Did you feel confident when navigating the application? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you feel like the application had a lot of prerequisites? 
 

1              2              3              4              5 
I disagree                O             O              O             O             O  I agree completely 
 
Motivate (Optional) 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Did you encounter any problems? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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How would you improve the application? 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
Other comments. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
If you agree, type your email address here so we can contact you with further questions                
if desired. 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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